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Fixed Income
 Your markets are the “FIXED INCOME” markets

 When a security is issued or auctioned:
 the coupon is FIXED – it will never change
 The coupon will reflect the current market

Coupon Yield

Treasury Curve at 2 Yr 2.47 %

New 2 Yr T-Note 2.50 % 2.50 %

Coupon Yield

Treasury Curve at 5 Yr 3.65 %

New 5 Yr T-Note 3.625 % 3.65 %



How do we get the yield? Why?
 Yield refers to expected earnings at coupon rate
 The nominal rate

 Yield on total received includes compounding
 The effective yield 
 The YTM assumes reinvestment at the coupon rate

 Today we are talking about market yield

 Yield incorporates the coupon, the price and the maturity
 It allows us to compare securities of all types



A Review of Two Types of Securities
 There are really only two basic types of security structures: 

SHORT TERM  1 Yr or Shorter

US Treasury T-Bills Sold only at discount

US Agencies Discos/Discount Notes Sold only at discount

Local Governments BANS, TRANS Sold only at discount

Corporations Commercial Paper Sold only at discount

LONGER 2 Yr and Longer

US Treasury T-Notes,T-Bond Sold with Coupon

US Agencies Agency Note/Debenture Sold with Coupon

Local Governments Notes/Bonds Sold with Coupon

Corporations Notes/Bonds Sold with Coupon



How Do We Earn 
 We only earn one of two ways

 We earn on the INTEREST
 On a CD you only earn interest
 The principal stays at 100

 We earn on the Principal
 On this T-Bill there is no coupon
 You are earning principal only

 Sometimes just one way and sometimes both ways.

Earnings on a T-Bill

99

Purchase                                                     Maturity



Rules for Securities Value

Purchase                                                                       Maturity

Bought at a 
PREMIUM

101.00

Bought at a 
DISCOUNT

99.00

Amortization

Accretion

The coupon and purchase yield will remain the same.  The book value changes.



Markets Change Values
 When securities are issued/auctioned their price is 100
 The Rule is their book value must be 100 at maturity
 100 means par or $1 for each $1 face value

Price Yield

At issuance the coupon is 5% and the price is 100 – so yield is 5%



Markets Change Values
 If market rates (the yield curve) move UP during its life
 The market demands 6% yield on this security

Price Yield

The coupon is STILL 5% but the market yield must be 6% -
We need a lower price to add in accretion earnings to raise the yield.
We just created a price discounted security.
We will earn the 5% coupon plus 1% in accretion = making a 6% yield.



Markets Change Values
 If market rates (the yield curve) move DOWN during its life
 The market demands 4% yield on this security

Price Yield

The coupon is STILL 5% but the market yield must be 4% -
We need a higher price to add amortization to reduce earnings and lower the yield.
We just created a premium security.
We will earn the 5% coupon minus 1% in amortization = making a 4% yield.



So There is Your Premium Security
 The coupon stays but the market rates go down

 The overall earnings are adjusted by a PREMIUM price

 The yield is the comparison point
NOT the coupon

 Coupons mean little in total earnings



What Happened to Rates in 2020?
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Therefore, what happened to prices?



What Happened in 2020?

Bond Yield At Issue In 12/2019 In 11/2020

FNMA 4% - originally a         
5 year maturity

4% at 100 price 1.50 % at 
premium

0.15 % at 
premium

FHLMC 5% - originally a          
10 year maturity              

5% at 100 price 1.50 % at higher 
premium

0.15 % at a higher 
premium

FFCB 1.5% - originally a      
2.5 year maturity

1.5% at 100 price 1.50% sold at 100 0.15% at a 
premium

Different bonds from different issue times react to the market prices.  
Suppose these are all now 2 years to maturity – you see a 2 year bond.



What Happens when Rates Go Back UP?

Bond Yield At Issue In 12/2022

FNMA 4% - originally a   5 year 
maturity

4% at 100 price Selling at 100 for a 4% 
yield

FHLMC 5% - originally a                 
10 year maturity              

5% at 100 price Selling at a small 
premium to yield 4%

FFCB 1.5% - originally a      2.5 year 
maturity

1.5% at 100 price Selling at a discount to 
raise the yield to 4%

Different bonds from different issue times react to the market prices.  
Suppose these are all now 2 years to maturity – you see a 2 year bond.
The market says the 2 year area is yielding 4%

Let’s hope they go this high!!!



How do I compare then?
 Never look at the coupon*

 These bonds (same maturity) are identical in earnings:

Yield Price*

FNMA  0.15% coupon 0.15 % 100

FFCB  1.00% coupon 0.15 % 100.25

T-Note  4% coupon 0.15 % 102.10

FHLMC 6% coupon 0.15 % 104.20

* Illustrative purposes only.



So Which do I choose?
 Always set your time horizon !

 Always make sure you can invest in that type security !

 Chose the highest yield … 
 but perhaps with the lowest premium !

Bond Yield

T-Note with 1.50 % coupon 2.00 %

FNMA with 4.00 % coupon 2.00 %



The Results are in the numbers..
T-Note 1.50 %  bought 

at 99.0
FNMA 4.00 %  bought 

at 101.00

PAR $  1,000,000 $ 1,000,000

Premium/Discount $ 10,000- $ 10,000+

Principal $ 990,000 $ 1,010,000

Accrued Interest $ 200 $ 2,000

Net Settlement $ 990,200 $ 1,012,000



QUESTIONS?



 THANK YOU!

Linda T. Patterson
Patterson & Associates
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